
The Church under Construction
(Translated Selections from 

De Kerk in Aanbouw, C. Trimp 1998)

Our lack of love, our lovelessness (page 258)

By digging for the causes of the “decline” of the church, we come across a deeper level when we ask for
“the lovelessness of our heart” (an agreeable term used by H. Bavinck). In His words of departure and in
His intercession (John 13:16, and John 17), the Lord drew our attention to the love towards Him and
towards each other. He did not give us a vague and unstable story about love in general, but He precisely
pointed  out  to  us  that  the  love  to  Him is  found  in  “keeping”  and  “guarding”  his  instructions:  His
words,that is His commandments (cf. John 13:5, 34ff: John 14:15,21, 23ff;  John 15:9ff 12ff,17; John
17:26). The epistles of John are one great song of praise about this love of God and this love of ours.

However, our heart is sluggish, our understanding limited and our love to God, whom we did not see, is
often scarce and unstable (cf. 1 John 2:3, 9; 3:11,23; 1 John 4:7-12, 16-21; 1 John 5:2; 2 John 5,6). The
seriousness of this great deficiency in our life lies in the fact, that we play a risky game in our lack of love
with the great salvation mystery of the church, namely the indwelling of Father and Son in our heart and
in the congregation. That is apparent by considering Christ's word in John 14:23,24. How surprised was
someone like Luther about this far reaching word of the indwelling of God with the people. He recognized
it in the living communion with God as well as the enjoyment of the love of God. In this connection,
Luther spoke about the work of the Holy Spirit, who grants us a new heart, new thoughts and a new lust
for  life,  a  new zeal  for living.  Guarding the Words of  Christ  and enjoying  Christ's  love,  cannot  be
practiced in our life as two separate entities. Then our life would fall apart into two compartments: one an
orthodox doctrine and the other a mystical, pious enjoyment of God. The church' life secret is now exactly
that it may be a “home”, (a place of meeting) of God with man, namely under the pure doctrine and also
sacraments of man having relations with the triune God.

That is the heart beat of the church. When in that place people's hearts remain cold, than the decline of the
the church is in full swing.

* * *

Between  Regeneration  and  Degeneration (page 259)

The word regeneration points us to the miracle of a new beginning. God does not anchor us to our origin,
our inclinations and heretical burden. He destined us for a new life, namely a life in new obedience, the
expression used in the Form for Baptism. 

Of course we cannot present our broad doctrinal expositions about “regeneration”as such. In that case we
would at least offer an explanation of article 24 of the Belgic Confession; chapters III/IV of the Canons of
Dort and of the Heidelberg Catechism the Q&A 8, 43, 45, 64, 70, 73, 76, 86-91 and 114 as well as the
scriptural references that belong to these confessional writings.
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We will restrict ourselves to a few Bible references. “Regeneration/being born anew” means that God
gives us a new beginning, a new life.  We become different people – in comparison with the life we
received through our birth. The necessity of that new life ( i.e. “being born of God” John 1:12,13) was
shown in clear, all round words of our Lord Christ during his talk with Nicodemus (John 3). It is striking
that  the  Holy Scripture  does  not  only speak about  the  need for  being  born  anew,  but  also,  without
hesitation, addresses the reality of this new life (cf. 1 Peter 1:3,18,23 and Titus 3:5). 

We are not told that we have arrived when we receive regeneration, but God's Word testifies that we – as
newborn children – have just started. Just like natural birth, regeneration asks for continuation. Such a
sequel to being born anew is growing and striving for perfection, i.e. the spiritual maturity.

On the other hand, slackening and slowing down constitutes a serious illness that hampers our growth
(Heb 15:12ff; 6:1ff,11,12) The risk of such a set back is not small/trifling according to Hebrews 6:6-8.
When the process of ongoing, continual new life is blocked or obstructed, another process starts in our
heart and life, namely degeneration, decline and falsification. This applies to everyone personally and it
applies also to our communion as congregation, the church – that is us, us-with-each-other.

Blossoming as well  as withering of the church is  not an autonomous process that occurs somewhere
outside of our life. The church is a body. That body gets sick when members languish or suffer (or secretly
live in sin).

What we call decay or decline, we must also call degeneration. This is the great enemy of regeneration.
Degeneration stands over against regeneration as the “old man” versus the “new man (Lord's Day 33).
The former must absolutely die to allow the latter to raise up and become strong. That does not only apply
to our personal, individual road to the salvation of God. As we said before, it applies completely to our
life as congregation of Christ.

Particularly in Article 29 B.C., we find church members of whom it is said that they,
 continually fight against their own weakness in the strength of the Holy Spirit
 appeal to Christ (who suffered and was crucified) in order to receive the cleansing of their life
 flee from sin, pursue righteousness, crucify their flesh and its works, and
 put into practice the love of God and neighbour

The church of Christ is populated by people who recognize and acknowledge their weakness and sin, and
who look to their Lord Christ for the forgiveness of those sins.

In addition they are people who during their life are daily at war against sin, including “crucifying their
own flesh”. They can join a conversation about the pain of conversion and they feel the pain deep in their
heart.

Living as a member of the church is obviously a painful life. God's good commandment does repeatedly
illuminate our inability and guilt.
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Our Responsibility en route or on-our-way (page 280) 

We are a people of limited time with many things out of reach. That also applies to our responsibility. We
can take only limited responsibility for the path of Christ's church on earth. We do not need to bear the
burden of ages past. We are not responsible for the path of world history. No one among us finds himself
on the throne of the world. We may believe and confess that the honour of His universal reign belongs to
our Lord and Owner. One day we will reign with Him over all creatures (Q/A 32 Heidelberg Catechism).
Our responsibility is limited to ourselves, our family, the congregation we belong to, the church within our
language area and our emanation (radiation) to the outside. A giant area, when we see it from our point of
view. A very limited terrain in the framework or the scope of church and world  history.

Within the limited area of our primary responsibility, we repeatedly bump into the resisting reality of the
separations  and divisions  of  churches  and church members.  Those difficult,  troublesome,  hurtful  and
shameful situations do travel with us. We try to somehow grasp or comprehend this by our study of the
historical backgrounds, our deliberations around controversial issues, our endeavours to empathize with
emotionally  underlying  currents  of  tough  and  persistent  differences  of  opinion,  our  personal  and
communal search for solutions, etc. As much as 'parties' are related in origin, the more painful the effects
of division appear to be. Concretely we think about differences between people with the same Bible and
Confession we love, and who wish to regulate their lives accordingly.

In that way we are in this century confronted with situations that our fathers in the 16 th century could not
dream of, even in their most anxious nights or nightmares. The so-called “ten times reformed”  would be a
mysterious  term  to  them.  To  this  fact  one  could  tie  all  kinds  of  cultural,  political  and  theological
perspectives. At this time we will not deal with that. The point now is that we can hardly grasp the actual
ecclesiastical situation in the Netherlands where we would only typify this situation with the use of terms
provided by Article 29 B.C.. To be perfectly clear: we do not want to depart from the confessional words
“true  church”  and  “false  church”.  We  regard  these  words  as  indispensable  when  considering  our
responsibility  today  and  in  the  future.  However,  that  does  not  mean  that  article  29  of  the  Belgic
Confession foresaw our days and provided for all our present needs. That has never been the pretense of
any confessional writing or publication. The wisdom of the Holy Spirit is as it were supplied from storage.
It is only found in walking with God today.

A variety of conclusions can apparently be coupled to this insight:
 it stops us from making the confession as the final word in the way of “confessionalism”,
 it allows us to look for new expressions in new situations;
 it prevents us from storing away the confession as a time-bound “declaration of sentiment”

In the previous part we discussed the fact that the church of Christ not only may but also must present
itself as Christ's catholic-local-church. This means, among others, that one knows oneself  called by no
one else than Christ, to the concrete Sunday worship service of the congregation. Moreover, one also
declares that other children of God in their area are also called to that same gathering. Because it is and it
remains preposterous that in one place two or more churches present themselves as the church of Christ.
That  is  simply  not  possible  or  allowed,  because  the  church  of  Christ  cannot  have  divisiveness  or
differentiations as its marks or qualifications. The church is by its own character typified by unity and
catholicity. We know all too well that what may not happen, happens anyway. That is not only our sorrow,
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but  also the anguish of the Holy Spirit.  To make it  simpler,  let  us  for a  moment call  two  opposing
gatherings A and B. When both A and B have recognized and admitted that Christ calls the congregation
together, they then present themselves as Christ's catholic-local-church. When one of them does not do
this, then it declares itself to be a sect, a religious society of only the initiated or a denomination of special
people only. This means that both churches might regard themselves entitled to the name “catholic church
of Christ”.  It is however,  inconceivable that A and B do for quite some time not address each other.
(Translator's note: The author likely has in mind the Dutch situation with the Christelijk Gereformeerde
Kerken and others that did not join the Union (1892) nor the Liberation (1944). The love of Christ and
godliness should drive them to address each other. In that, we and others will discern that we love God
when we acknowledge each other. After all, as long as we take our and each others' pretensions seriously,
we must have questions for each other, and likely also bring complaints to each others address. But we
know each other to be duty bound to give account and to search for recovery in the chronically sick
relationships. Under God's blessing, a collective knowledge of our shortcomings will appear from such
communications as well as a communal or corporate prayer for 

 deliverance out of our collective incapacity
 healing of wounds inflicted; and
 forgiveness of the dishonour we inflicted on our Lord Christ in our personal and public lifestyles

For such meetings we do not need identification labels copied from and reminiscent of Articles 29 B.C.
Our direct source and our norms are rather found in the first sentence of Art.27 B.C.(“We believe and
confess one catholic or universal church … ).

We do not dismiss Art.29 like an expired passport. We prefer to be addressed as “being true church”. We
desire to hear from other children of God what they have understood about the work of Christ in this time.
We also like to find out what those others understand about their own confession when it speaks about
“Christ's  yoke” and the reality of the degeneration,  decay,  decline of the church or its “falsification”
(Dutch vervalsing). It will then become apparent, that we also have a few questions to ask our partners
about the past and to warn them with respect to the future. The questions addressed to one group of
churches must clearly be different than those presented to another. Moreover, could we even find ways to
speak to groups within some churches in a good and meaningful way? Under God's blessing, much good
could then result from that, such as humility, recognition and encouragement. And all that as a little piece
of corporate acquisition of the salvation we have received in Christ, the head of the christian church. 

(The author then expresses the wish that those Dutch churches would unite in an orderly or ecclesiastical
way and turn into a forceful effort that would combine thoughts and intentions and so establish a basis for
future communal activities, etc.)
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